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Quick commerce 
invites cities to 
prioritise urban 
logistics

https://www.tijd.be/opinie/algemeen/flitsbezorging-nodigt-steden-uit-om-van-stadslogistiek-prioriteit-te-maken/10391471.html#



E-commerce & the impact 
of online shopping on retail



Reference: International Post Corporation, 2021

E-commerce, a sector that has been growing at double digit rates 
for more than a decade
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Reference: International Post Corporation, 2021

Growth accelerated by the pandemic, 
but to very different degrees



Recent figures show, however, that parcel volumes are decreasing 
again, due to fading pandemic and high inflation

Reference: De Tijd & Bloomberg, 2022

Price trend on stock exchange 
of PostNL, Bpost, Zalando and 
Hellofresh (in %)



From ‘retail apocalypse ’ and ‘death of distance’ to omnichannel, 
example of Carrefour

Reference: Hagberg et al., 2017; Couclelis, 2004



Omnichannel retail is now common practice 
among a range of stakeholders 

Reference: Hänninen et al., 2020



Omnichannel retail has profoundly changed the role of the 
traditional store, transforming setting and offering

Modified store setting New store setting
Operational

offering
Showrooms, zero-inventory stores, digital assortment 
extension, digital shelf extension, virtual shelf expansion

Buy online, pick-up in store (BOPIS/BOPS), click-and-
collect, curbside pick-up, reserve online, pick-up and pay in 
store (ROPS)

Buy online and return in store

Buy online, get it delivered from the store (BOGIDS), ship-
from-store (SFS), warestores, dedicated stores as fulfilment 
nodes, dark stores

Click-and-drive, third party access points, lockers, 
collection points, pick-up stations, delivery points

Stores-on-wheels

Experimental
offering

Experience stores, flagship stores, concept stores, pop-up 
stores, temporary stores, third places

Cashier-less stores

Reference: Buldeo Rai, 2022



Operational implications of omnichannel store concepts, from 
upstream supply flows to downstream delivery flows

Reference: Buldeo Rai, 2022

Supply Inventory Fulfilment Processing Delivery

Showrooms, zero-inventory stores, digital 
assortment extension, digital shelf extension, 
virtual shelf expansion

Buy online, pick-up in store (BOPIS/BOPS), 
click-and-collect, curbside pick-up, reserve 
online, pick-up and pay in store (ROPS)

( ) ( )

Buy online and return in store

Buy online, get it delivered from the store 
(BOGIDS), ship-from-store (SFS), warestores, 
dedicated stores as fulfilment nodes, dark 
stores



Dark stores & quick commerce, 
deciphering the developments 



“Dark stores”, what’s in a name



Retailers ‘turned’ stores ‘dark’ during lockdown, temporarily or 
permanently, to increase delivery capacity and speed



Simultaneously, the number of instant grocery delivery start-ups, 
that rely on dark stores, increased rapidly

Reference: Skrovan, 2022



Venture capitalists invested nearly $4 billion in instant grocery 
delivery in 2021, following a strategy of ‘blitzscaling’

Reference: Pitchbook, 2021; 2022



Instant grocery delivery, or quick commerce, exists alongside other 
segments in food e-commerce 



Instant versus regular food e-commerce 



Press coverage focuses on locally present start-ups, but instant 
grocery delivery is a global phenomenon, some examples



In fact, the instant grocery delivery model finds its origins in Asia 
and is an established practice in China in particular

Warestores by Hema FreshDark stores by Missfresh



Dark stores of instant grocery delivery 
start-ups share several characteristics

Reference: Buldeo Rai, 2022Frichti in Paris 11

Serve neighbourhoods in ten to twenty 
minutes within a 2 km radius
Use two-wheelers, including electric 
scooters and cargo-bicycles

Carry about 2,000 product references, 
about one third from local producers

Target ‘A’ markets, but do not necessarily 
need ‘A’ locations in those markets 

Are overall between 200 m2 and 400 m2, 
have limited infrastructural needs and 
count about five to fifteen employees

Need parking space as equipment and 
vehicles are provided   



Transport and land use intensity of dark stores, observations from 
Getir in Paris 11 (week of the 21st of February 2022)

Reference: Buldeo Rai, 2022
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Transport and land use intensity of dark stores, observations from 
Getir in Paris 11 (week of the 21st of February 2022)

Reference: Buldeo Rai, 2022

1,4 deliveries per departure during the 
week and 1,9 during the weekend

About 5 scooters and 7 bicycles occupy 
the parking spaces

Regular supplies in small quantities



To deliver on their instant delivery promise for urban markets as a 
whole, dark stores are needed in numbers to succeed 

Reference: Smith, 2022

Located in railway arches, 
light industrial parks, 
shopping centre basements, 
underground car parks, but 
mostly, vacant stores

Average number of dark stores per European country



Example of Gorillas 



Example of Gorillas 



Reference: Apur, 2022

80 dark stores in Paris (Feb 2022), 110 in New York (Feb 2022) and 
28 in Amsterdam (Dec 2021)



Reference: Simmons et al., 2022

High customer acquisition costs add to capital needs: heavy online 
and offline promotion, prices on par with retail, low delivery cost 



From dark store to dark city? Photomontage of 
Amsterdam by NRC Handelsblad



Growing aversion among local residents, authorities and businesses, 
referring to noise, space, safety and competition concerns

Instagram page in Amsterdam
My Bodega Online initiative in New York

Public meeting on reporting 
unauthorised dark stores in Paris



Live fast, die young? 
Instant grocery delivery strategies moving forward

Acquisitions Partnerships Services 



Dark stores & quick commerce, 
an illustration of three existing 

trends in urban logistics



1 - Service differentiation and specialisation



1 - Service differentiation and specialisation



2 - Modal shifts in the last mile and last feet



3 - Proximity logistics real estate

Reference: Buldeo Rai et al., 2022

Micro-hub constructed under the 
ring road in Paris 

Design for a new multi-story distribution center 
in Brooklyn 

Model view of West Truck 
Terminal redevelopment in Seoul 



3 - Proximity logistics real estate



3 - Proximity logistics real estate

Shared storage space and micro-hub geared 
towards the needs of the neighbourhood's
businesses and residents



Conclusion



Policy responses & recommendations

• Providing and enforcing adequate space for loading and unloading activities;
• Identifying appropriate locations for goods transport-intensive urban facilities and 

for storage of non-perishable goods; 
• Imposing and facilitating low emission and low noise regulations for goods vehicles; 
• Providing adequate charging infrastructure for goods vehicles; 
• Controlling and enforcing fair working conditions; 
• Facilitating and enforcing safe circulation of goods vehicles; 
• Etc.




